
(xiXjxh).

Calculate with MAD dispersions and their derivatives at these locations

i rftTI'k). (2)
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ABSTRACT Q

A model-based algorithmic tool was developed to search for lattice errors by a
systematic analysis of orbit data in the AGS Booster synchrotron. The algorithm
employs transfer matrices calculated with MAD1 between points in the ring. Iterative
model fitting of the data allows one to find and eventually correct magnet
displacements and angles or field errors.

The tool, implemented on a HP-Apollo workstation system, has proved very
general and of immediate physical interpretation.

INTRODUCTION

For this work we had a specific motivation. The Booster synchrotron makes
use of orbit bumps for injection, extraction, and so on. Magnc currents for the
bumps are calculated according to the model of the machine lattice, as a part of the
model based control system of the machine2. A satisfactory calibration of the bumps
requires a good knowledge of the pre-bump orbit, position and angles, and of the
momentum error of the beam. Accordingly, a procedure was developed to obtain
these information from a comparison of a measured distorted orbit with the
predictions of the model.

A more general motivation was a consequence. The algorithms developed to
help solve the specific bump problem are of wider use. Indeed, they have evolved
into a general computer tool to systematically search for errors in the machine lattice
and suggest corrections. Moreover, they have helped to improve the agreement
between the real accelerator and its model.

One starts with a systematic set of experimental data of orbit readings at the
beam position monitors (BPM's), under a variety of circumstances. Then, transfer
matrices are calculated with the model between pairs of locations in the accelerator
lattice: BPM's, bump magnets, and other positions of interest for a specific task. The
procedure then solves a variety of problems using both sets: the experimental data
and the model parameters.

THEORETICAL BASIS

Without lack of generality, consider only the motion in one plane, say, the
horizontal. Read the beam position at three BPM's

() (1)
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The transfer between BPM i and; can be represented by the equation

(3)

where x] is the (unknown) angle of the orbit at location j and Sp/p the (unknown)
beam momentum offset. The transfer matrices are

M0.j) _

with

(4)

i sin

C = — a, - at) + (1 + a,a,)sinA<p] D =,nr[cosA<p- ccjsin
• (5)

a and P are lattice Twiss functions, and A0 = <j>j — <Pi t n e phase difference between
two locations.

Eq. (3) explicitly produces a system of 4 equations in the 4 unknown quantities

i.e.

-'\ = x'j -D™*, +Fli'') 8p/p

= x\ -DUk)x'j +F(M) Sp/p

xk -
M) dp/p

with coefficients

(6)

(7)

Let us now visit all BPM's around the accelerator in groups of three

1,2,3 2,3,4 3,4,5

and solve the system (5) for each group, in turn.
Only if the machine is perfect and agrees with the model, there will be an

unique solution for the angles and momentum offset, when calculated in each group



x, x : A', A \ ....Sp/p.

If this does not happen, the next task -to address the general case as spelled
out in the Introduction- is to find the source of errors within a group, like a localized
unexpected kick or an erroneous reading in a monitor.

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS

A first observation is that, in principle, one could use the procedure described
in the previous section by choosing any groups of three BPM's -not necessarily
consecutive- A second, is that the solution to be examined doesn't necessarily belong
to a BPM, but can be taken at any location in the machine (index m) -e.g. the desired
location of an orbit bump. In this case, if at m there is no monitor, also the position .t
is part of the calculated data.

Many strategies are possible. For instance, let us take two consecutive groups
of three consecutive monitors and calculate Sp/p and orbit position and angle at m
and suppose that the results are different. Two cases are particularly interesting: the
two groups have (a) an interval in common, or (b) an element (BPM) in common. In
case (a) we will naturally look for an error in the interval, e.g. a magnet
misalignment or field error, that can be represented by a kick; in case (b) we will
expect to find an erroneous reading of that BPM

Another game is also interesting. Let us calculate Sp/p , x and x' at m from the
same group twice, once clockwise around the ring and then counter clockwise. If one
of the results differ from what the other groups on the average say, we know on what
part of the machine the error should reside

To 'jive a feeling of how the tool works, let us examine in some detail an
hypotheJ.cal case where a group, A, is giving at m a "good" result -i.e. a result that
reasonably agrees with the majority- and two groups, B and C, with an interval in
common, give "bad" results at m. A is made of monitors (1,2,3), B of (2,3,4), and C
of (3,4,5). According to our previous discussion, we will naturally look for an
unknown kick in the interval (3,4). Of this kick, we want to determine position and
strength.

Let us represent the kick with a matrix K. It is easy to show that the solution at
m can be written as follows

s'bad"

x'
dp

X

Sp
+ M(3'm)K, (8)

where M is the MAD-known transfer matrix. Since the "good" solution is given by
the leftmost part of Eq. (8), i.e.
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the e lements of K satisfy the following equation

.V

Sp
P

(9)

Ax;
Ax1

(10)

where the A's denote differences between "bad" and "good" values.
Since we need four parameters to completely determine K: three independent

matrix elements and a kick strength, to solve our problem, we must write Eq. (10)
twice, using both bad guys B and C.

Very often, we found however more convenient, working with fast
workstations, to use a trial- and -error approach and directly match the measured
data with the model using an iterative series of MAD runs, containing varied kicks
and/or simulated monitor reading errors. The results presented here rather reflect this
latter strategy.

RESULTS

Some results are summarized in the figures.
An horizontal kick of about 2 mrad was applied between BPM's E4 and E6 in

the AGS Booster,. The difference orbit measured at 22 BPM's was analyzed, with
the results shown in figure 1. The figure shows a plot of the calculated momentum
offset and of the position and angle at BPM C2 as a function of the data triplet used.
In the figure, the horizontal coordinate is the position of the central BPM of the
triplet. The curves show a sharp bump in the E4-E6-E8 region.

The case shown in figure 1 was simulated and somewhat reproduced with
MAD, with a kick inserted in the same location. The results are shown in figure 2.

To test the capability of the algorithm to calculate the beam momentum offset,
the moment was forced off by ± 1.5 10"̂  and a series of difference orbits were
analyzed The results -quite satisfactory- are shown in the figures 3 and 4.

Finally, we mention that a similar analysis performed on the bare orbit during
the 1992 operating year of the machine showed possible errors in the F6-region. A
subsequent survey confirmed magnet misalignment there and ring inspection found
an erroneous electrical connection in the coils wrapped around the vacuum chamber
that are used to correct for eddy current multipoles.



CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm has proved useful to calculate machine and beam parameters
prior to the application of an orbit bump. It has also shown capabilities of analyzing
lattice enors and suggest corrections. Finally, it has developed into a general tool to
improve our knowledge of the machine and the consistency between the real
accelerator and its computer model.
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Fig. 1. Results for a kick of 2 mrad in the AGS Booster
(x, solid curve; x\ dashed curve; 8p/p, dotted curve).
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Fig. 2. Simulation with MAD of the case shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Analysis of difference orbit with -j- = +0.15%.
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Fig. 4. Analysis of difference orbit with — = -0.15%.
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